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\or hour after hour, a repetitive
motorised growl was emanating

from an on-site van at a south coast
caravan park on a Spring day in 1993.
Hobby fishers and other holiday
campers were no doubt wondering what
on earth was happening on the other
side of the caravan walls. lt uas a seed
biologist working for the Department of
Consel.ration and Land Management
(CALM), putting her old sewing
machine through its last paces as she
stitched 50 metres of f ibreglass
flyscreen wire into place to complete a
set of 'seed traps' contraptions that
would, ironically, go on to be huge
labour-saving devices in a long-term
rescue effort for a rare plant, spiky
adenanthos \Adenanthos pungens
subsp. pungens). The sewing machine
did not sur.,rive, but because of it, the
planis might.

A PLANT WITH A PEDIGREE
The b io log is t  was  work ing  fo r

CALM'S Threatened Flora Seed Centre
(TFSC), on an expedition to collect seed
from a colony of a rare species of the
genus Adenanlhos. which is endemic in
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I The erect habit. spiky leaves and hair,
I styles of spiky aden anthos lAdenanlhos
pungens subsp. p ung ens ).
Photo - Andrew Davoll/ l.ochmrn'lYanslarencies

l,46ouer Yellow-fl owered woollybush
I rklenanthos llauidifloras t. one of the
I many soft-leaved woolly bushes found in
the south-west of Westem Australia.
Photo - Marie Lochman

I left: Mature seed of yellow jugflower

I lAdenanlhos delmoldri) showing healthy
I white endosperm.

I Below left: Spll<y adena nl hos seed trap al
I  Hami l la  H i l l s  in  the  St i r l ing  Range
I National Park.

I Belo.r. Retrieving seed from spiky
I adenanthos at l-ake Chinocup.
I Photos - Anne Co(hrane/CALM

southern temperate Australia. Of the 33
descrlbed AdenonthoJ species, 31 occur
in the south west of Western Australia.
They are shrubs or small trees
belonging to the protea family
(Proteaceae), which includes some of
our  bes t -known p lan  ts - inc lud ing
Banksia, Dryondra, Greuillea, Isopogon
tconeflowerst. Petrophile. Persoonio
(snottygobble) and Conospermum
(smokebush, made famous as a potential
medicine). The best-known among the
Adenanthos species is probably the
Albany woolly bush (A. sericeus).

Adenanthos are found in many
d i f fe ren  t  vege la l ion  communi l ies
including open woodlands, forests and
heathlands. Some have lignotubers that
allow them to regenerate afler f ire:
others are killed by fire and regenerate
from seed. Many species are popular as
garden species, propagated from
cuttings and highly prized for their
pretty pink or red flowers, therr
interesting foliage, or their suitability
as dense mat ground covers.
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Endemic to the southern Wheatbelt
of Western Australia, spiky adenanthos
has been classified as vulnerable
according to World Conservation Union
criteria, and could indeed become
extinct within the next decade due to
rising salinity and other environmental
impacts. Therefore, collecting seed
samples for off-site conservation has
become a matter of urgency.

A TOUGH NUT TO CRACK
The problem with collecting

Adsnanthos seed is that it is set withrn
tuuits that are hidden within bracts,
which in turn are hidden in the tips of
whorled branchlets. Collecting this sort
of seed had in the past proven to be an
extremely labour-intensive, low-yield
task, further complicated by the fact
that the plants occur in hard-to-reach
places, always a long journey away,
Once collectors reached the site, they
had to work for hours at a time over a
period of several days or weeks to find
the fruits in the foliage. The result of
this back-breaking effort might be a
handful of fruits, many of which would
not contain seed.

The seed traps sewn in the caravan
park that day proved to be the answer.
Ten traps were installed in the Stirling
Range National Park at one of two
known sites for the species. The traps
consisted of aluminium fence droppers
inserted into the ground around the
outside of individual plants. These were
joined by light fencing wire that served
as a frame from which hammocks offly-
wire could be suspended to capture
falling seed. Enough seed was blown
outside the catchment area of the fly-
wire or escaped through a gap around
the stem of the plant to the ground to
ensure that natural regeneration could
still occur. The traps could be left
unattended and periodically cleared,
dramatically increasing the volume of
seed that could be collected, with much
less effort.

The Stirling Range traps were left in
place for four years, with local farrning
families employed to clear them
regularly. The operation was so
succ€ssful that, in 1997, funding was
granted by the World Wide Fund for
Nature for members of the Australian
Trust for Conservation Volunteers to
construct an additional 20 traps at a

second spiky adenanthos collection site
at Lake Chinocup. The effort finally
yielded enough material for
germination trials and long-term
storage and monitoring.

WEIGHING THE EVIDENCE
Having overcome the difficulty with

collection, TFSC scientists then faced
the problem of identiflring which fruits
contained actual seed. The fruits are
small, measuring approximately five
millimetres by two millimetres. The
seed consists of an embryo surrounded
by a nourishing white pulpy endosperm.
A large proportion of the fruits produced

I Like many species of Adenanlhos. the
I common buket flower (Adenonthos
I obouatusl, has ali1notuber and can
resprout after fire.
Photo - Marie Lochman

by the plants do not have fully developed
endosperm or embryo. The only way of
being absolutely certain of a fruit's
contents is to cut it open under a
microscope, a procedure that risks
damaging the precious seed.

After weighing and cutting open a
range of seeds, TFSC scientists
determined that fruits above aweight of
0.015 grams were most likely to contain
viable endosperm and embryos. All

,
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I.Aroue. Erecting seed traps for
lAdenanthos labillardierei in lhe
I Fitzgerald River National Park.
Photo - Anne Cochrane/CALM

l ref. The attractive Adenonthos
loreophilus, confined to the area
I between the Fitzgerald River National
Park and Mt Ragged north-east of
Esperance.
Photo - Greg Harold

I Selorar The hairy jug flower,
| (Adenanthos barbigerns) glistening'l 

with early morning dew.
Photo - Andrew Davoll{achman
Ttansparencies

plants. It also shows how much in the
way of time and resources is required to
conserve our rare species for future
generations. The knowledge gained

through this persistent effort can be
applied to other species in the same
genus, streamlining the learning
process. Nevertheless, the essential
qualities for the conservation
endeavour will always be patience,
determination and human ingenuity, '

along with quantities of seed-the
foundation of plant life.

fruits above this weight were then
presumed to contain viable seeds and
were moved into storage and
germination trials. Fruits weighing
under 0.015 grams were cut open to
confirm the lack of healthy endosperm.

- Of the 4,624 fruits collected at Lake
Chinocup, only 84 per cent were filled.

ACCELERATING NATURE:
GERMINATION

Little is known about how spiky
adenanthos grows. Perhaps the most
important undertaking of the TFSC with
this species has been to determine which
combination out of a range of possible
factors is most likely to tdgger the seeds
to germinate. The relatively large volume
of seed made available through the seed
traps has allowed a complex program of
germination trials to take place.

Initial experiments using controlled
light, temperatures, moisture and growth
hormones yielded only an eight per cent
germination rate. Later trials, conducted
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one year after the seeds had been
frozen, introduced other factors such as
exposure to smoked water to simulate
the effects of fire. Eventually, it was
determined that ihe key to overcoming
dormancy in the seed was to completely
remove the seed coat. Replicate trials
are still being conducted, but
systematic testing of treatments by the
TFSC has increased the germination rate
of the stored seeds ftom eight per cent
to 71 per cenl and reduced germination
time from 35 days to 15 days.

CONCLUSION
We are finally coming to terms with

how some rare and threatened native
plant species regenerate. What is amply
evident is that it is seldom a
straightforward process. Fodunately,
not all native plant species are as
difficult to understand or as hard to
collect as Adenanthos. But the tale of
the spiky adenanthos shows how much
there is yet to learn about our native
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